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                  Celebrate Lil Nas X's 25th Birthday With 25 Of His Hottest Pics!
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                  Guess Who This Handsome Lil' Fella Turned Into!
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          Jessica Simpson and Eric Johnson aren't checking into Splitsville Inn -- or so it seems ... 'cause they're looking cozy for spring break, even though she's missing some key hardware.
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          Just peep the pics she shared Monday ... JS is decked out in an orange bikini straight-up livin' her best life in Cabo, and her hubby's right there too, having a good ol' time with their 3 kiddos, Maxwell, Ace, and Birdie.
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          Jessica seems about as happy as can be in the family getaway pics ... which also includes an appearance from her mom, Tina. Nice to have a built-in babysitter for the trip!
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          Jelly Roll's adamant about keeping those good vibes rollin' ... so much so, he says he bailed on the chance to meet Diddy months earlier 'cause he got some bad mojo from him.
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          Got A Bad Feeling
        
                    Cancelled with Tana Mongeau
          


          
    
    
        

    
          The rapper dished all during the "Cancelled with Tana Mongeau" podcast ... saying he just had to trust his gut that the vibes were off, even if it meant passing up the opportunity to hang out with a big-time rapper like Diddy.

      

    
          


  
  

  
      

    
          The topic kickstarted when Tana asked the country singer if there were any celebs he didn't get along with or he felt were "giving Illuminati or dark side" -- and he came clean, even though he gave the disclaimer the story he was about to tell may stir up some trouble.
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          Kate Beckinsale continues to concern her fans over her cryptic posts -- only this time, she's put the spotlight on her mother, Judy Loe ... who appears to have been seriously injured.

      

    
          The actress posted and deleted a couple shots of her mom -- who's also an actress -- and the photos are shocking, to say the least ... as they show Judy with a massive black eye on the left side of her face.
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          It's unclear what exactly caused this, and Kate's caption didn't help clear anything either. She wrote, "My mum is hurt. Everything in me just wants to scream. That soft, beautiful face, the unfairness of yet another f***ing blow, this time, to the face, hands, knee."
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          Steve Burns says he had no clue anything was amiss at Nickelodeon while he was at the network -- of course, this amid all the allegations made in 'Quiet on Set.'

      

    
          The "Blue's Clues" star spoke with 'Today' about the whole saga ... and he says while he sympathizes with those who might've had bad experiences at Nick -- he personally didn't have knowledge of what was allegedly going on from his end of things.
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          He notes his show was filmed in NY, while the other shows these child actors were a part of had been shot in L.A. ... so he says there wasn't really any overlap between the productions.
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          Calvin Harris' year-long relationship with Taylor Swift came and went -- but his wife ain't letting him forget about it ... 'cause she jams out to his ex's tunes at the crib!

      

    
          The DJ's spouse, Vick Hope, confessed this week on her BBC Radio 1 show that she's a Swiftie ... or at the very least, enjoys listening to Taylor's music on her own time, away from Calvin -- a distinction she made while explaining how she listens to T-Swift.
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          GETTING IT OUT OF MY SYSTEM
        
                    Going Home with Vick, Katie, and Jamie/BBC Radio 1
          


          
    
    
        

    
          Take a listen ... Vick says she'll blast Taylor's songs at home when Calvin is out of the house -- and not just that, but she says she'll do it as soon as he leaves, almost like a ritual.
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          KNIFE IN HAND
        
                    Polk County Sheriff’s Office
          


          
    
    
        

    
          A University of Florida pre-med student allegedly stabbed his mom over 70 times with a knife all because he didn't like her – and the moments before the savage murder were captured on video.

      

    
          Check out this Ring camera footage ... Emmanuel Espinoza was seen casually walking up to the front door of the Polk County home, where his mom, Elvia Espinoza, resided.
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          Espinoza first tried to open the door, but it was locked, so he knocked on it. Notice the sharp knife gripped in his hand behind his back.
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          The casting director of "Tulsa King" claims she quit after Sylvester Stallone insulted the extras on the set, but the director tells TMZ no such insults were hurled and she quit because she was called out for not doing her job.

      

    
          Casting Supervisor Rose Locke reportedly claimed Sly and the director called the extras "ugly, "tub of lard" and referred to one actor as a "fat guy with cane." A Facebook page for the Atlanta-based actors claims the man with the cane said the comment "hurt his soul."
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          According to a Facebook post, Locke also claimed Sly said, "Bring in pretty young girls to be around me."
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          There might not have been anyone happier to see UConn win on Monday night than Dave Portnoy ... 'cause the Barstool Sports founder made over TWO MILLION DOLLARS betting on the Huskies to take home the national championship.

      

    
          The 47-year-old put down $600K on Dan Hurley's squad to win the NCAA tourney just before March Madness kicked off last month ... and at the time, he said he was a bit worried -- as Connecticut was nearly everyone's pick to win it all.
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          But as UConn boat raced Purdue in the title game in Glendale, AZ ... those nerves melted away -- and his wallet got a whole lot fatter.
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          Celebrity plastic surgeon Dr. Paul Nassif has an urgent warning for Gypsy Rose Blanchard following her recent nose job ... don't get carried away.

      

    
          The "Botched" star tells TMZ ... he hopes GRB doesn't find herself addicted to cosmetic surgery, as the doc claims many people tend to whittle away at their face after getting their first procedure.
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          Dr. Nassif warns this can leave patients, well, looking botched ... requiring his and Dr. Terry Dubrow's help in the long run. But, Dr. Nassif doesn't seem too worried about Gypsy, who underwent a rhinoplasty and septoplasty in Louisiana last week.
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          The vast majority of FCC complaints made during and after Super Bowl LVIII had to do with a pro-Israel ad that ran ... and it appears to have been planned that way.

      

    
          TMZ has obtained FCC filings -- including all of the complaints made pertaining to the Super Bowl in February -- and there's a recurring theme in just about all of them ... namely, people pissed the State of Israel was allowed to air a commercial in the broadcast.

      

    
          


  
  

  
      

    
          Per the docs, hundreds complaints were filed ... and a handful of them were about the usual -- indecent exposure, risqué outfits, language, etc. And a fair amount even complained about showing celebs ... including Taylor Swift, Ice Spice, Usher and others who were in the house.
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          Ricky Martin embraced la vida loca at Madonna's concert this weekend -- and he seemed to be a happy camper too during one part of the show ... pitching a tent in his pants.

      

    
          The singer got swept up in Madge's "Vogue" segment during her Miami "Celebration" tour stop Sunday, where Ricky was the featured celeb guest and judging the dancers next to the main talent ... and at one point during the sexy dance, Ricky appears to have gotten aroused.
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          The reason we believe that to be the case -- Ricky looked erect while seated, and even when he stood up ... the guy seemed to be saluting from the waist below.
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          Jason Kelce's retirement might not last very long -- TMZ Sports has learned the Philadelphia Eagles legend would be welcomed back to WWE with open arms ... this after crushing his WrestleMania 40 appearance!!
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          The elder Kelce bro and his former teammate, Lane Johnson, shocked the Philadelphia crowd on Saturday ... when they sprang into action to help Rey Mysterio and his partner Andrade beat his son, Dominik Mysterio, and Santos Escobar in their tag-team match.

      

    
        
      
      PHILLY STRONG.@JasonKelce & @LaneJohnson65 just destroyed @DomMysterio35 at #WrestleMania XL! pic.twitter.com/k2xZdODDHA
— WWE (@WWE) April 7, 2024
              @WWE
          

  





      

    
          Kelce and Johnson found themselves in the middle of the scrap ... with Travis' bro doing some serious damage on Dom as Rey and Andrade won the match.
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          Monday has rolled around again ... and TMZ's kicking off the week with the best Hot Takes in Hollywood!
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          Harvey and Charles break down country star Morgan Wallen's arrest for throwing a chair off a downtown Nashville bar's roof on "TMZ Live."
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                  Before this suave boy crossing his arms for a photo turned into a Reality TV star, he was just running cross country, hanging around at his family's swimming pool and heading off to study business at the University of Southern California.

      

    
          His days as an athlete definitely prepped him for his time on "Dancing With The Stars," however the true test of endurance was his years and years on reality television ... When he's not working on his line of socks, you can catch him in Calabasas taking care of his daughter.

      

    
          Can you guess who this cute kid is? 
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          Billy Dee Williams made his stance on actors in blackface clear ... saying he's all good with it, 'cause acting is acting -- and an actor should be able to do what they want in their craft.

      

    
          The 'Star Wars' alum dished his thoughts on this during Sunday's episode of "Club Random" with Bill Maher -- this as he praised Laurence Olivier's performance in 1965's "Othello" ... in which the late star, who was white, wore blackface to play the titular lead.

      

    
          


  
  

  
      

    
          Billy said Olivier's performance left him laughing out loud, because LO was lambasting stereotypes associated with Black folks -- and he says he found it humorous as opposed to offensive.
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          The moment police say Morgan Wallen hurled a chair off a rooftop bar in Nashville is captured on multiple surveillance cameras -- and TMZ has one angle of the incident.

      

    
          This footage, captured from street level outside the Chief's Bar in downtown Nashville, shows the chair flying over the rooftop ledge ... 6 stories above busy Broadway. From this angle, we can't see who threw the chair, but cops say witnesses and videos inside the bar confirm it was the country superstar.
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          The moment the chair goes over happens very quickly ... but you can see it does so with a lot of force, so it wasn't just tipped over the side or anything -- it was straight-up chucked.
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